
i n t r o d v

'

c t i o n

• Bonding
Name and describe the 3 types of -

Covalent - share electrons → stable molecules + strong bonds

bonding in biological molecules . -

Ionic - opposite ions
,
electrostatic attraction→ weaker than covalent bonds

-

Hydrogen- electrons not evenly distributed ( polar) : . 2 oppositely charged regions attract → weak but collectively strong
• Polymerisation -1 macromolecules

what is
-

on ?
- Monomers → Polymers

what are ?
↳ Polymerisation

what are polymers usually based on ? ↳
Usually based on carbon

Name 3 naturally made polymers and
-

Polysaccharide ← monosaccharide

} wanna, ,ytheir monomers ?
-

polypeptide ← amino acids
made

- Polynucleotide ← ( mono) nucleotide
• Condensation -1 Hydrolysis

what type of reaction is : - Formation of polymers / polymerisation)
↳ condensation . release water molecule

} c- 9 amino acid→ polypeptide
- Polymerisation? monosaccharide→ polysaccharide
- Breakdown of polymers ? -

Breakdown of polymers } e. g polypeptide → Amino acids
↳ Hydrolysis - requires addition of water molecule starch -7 glucose

• Metabolism : Collective name for all chemical reactions that take place in an organism
what is metabolism?

• The mole S molar solution

↳ SI (standard international) unit for measuring amount of substance
what is the mole ?

What is a molar solution ?
-

Avogadro's constant - no . of particles in one mole 1 molecular mass expressed as g)
- Molar solution - 1 mole of a solute per litre of solution

covalent
,
ionic and hydrogen bonding occurs within or between molecules

.

For example polymers are covalently bonded macromolecules, formed

by a condensation reaction , which also releases water . This process is called polymerisation ,
and forms naturally made polysaccharides, polypeptides

and polynucleotides , for example . These may be split back into monomers or dimers, which occurs with the addition of water to a molecule, called

a hydrolysis reaction .

Metabolism is the collective name for all these reactions occurring in the body .
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Inhibitors

•

Competitive inhibitors

moleculewhat is a competitive inhibitor ? - Have a molecular shape similar to the substrate → occupy active site instead %?÷÷g ¥¥¥¥É-rµ IF < N°00000
!

active active
'
substrate

siteµ siteµ
unable to

- Effect determined by : occupy
active site

um, ,

,???h-
⇒
Concentration of inhibitor - effect of inhibitor t \ /

inhibitor determined by ? enzyme
→ Concentration of substrate - effect of inhibitor

molecule

Is competitive inhibition reversible ? Why ?
-

Often reversible - leaves so another inhibitor/ substrate binds (depends on balance of conc .)

V -Max↳ eventually , all substrates bind . : inhibitor only slows
what effect does a greater concentration

of competitive inhibitors have ?
- Greater conc . of inhibitors > I rate of reaction enon.wmpy.meGive an example of competitive inhibition?
-

e. g respiratory enzyme reacts with succinate

what shape are competitive inhibitors ? ↳ Malonate has a similar shape so also reacts
} "" "MP"""

• Non - competitive inhibitors
Active site

where do non - competitive inhibitors bind ?
- Attach themselves to the enzyme at a binding site → NOT active site substrate

.gg
'hangis shape jog <

Noooooo !

How do non- competitive inhibitors prevent induce
'
substrate

binding ?
↳ Alters shape of enzyme

:
. ☐ active site so nothing can bind -e- s

unable to

e
! pie,,② ④ occupywhat effect does increasing substrate active site

concentration have on the rate of reaction?
- T substrate cone

.

-

no effect \ / *
enzyme

' Non- competitive
•

Metabolic Pathway molecule
inhibitor binds

what is a metabolic pathway ?
- Series of reactions → each step catalysed by enzyme leg in a cell )

How is chemical concentration maintained?
- Highly structured S attached to organelles in precise sequence

f- optimum conditions
what is the role of inhibition in the

-

Keep chemical concentration → same chemical is an inhibitor of starting enzyme
metabolic pathway ?

j intermediate eg intermediate enzyme
>
intermediate enzyme> end

product
←

TOO much end product → greater inhibition
what is negative feedback?

substrate
A 1 B 2 c 3 ☐

.: return to normal S vice-versa
what is end-product inhibition ? inhibition (negative feedback 1 End - product inhibition

- / -

q
v e s t i o n s

what causes variation in rate of reaction
,
, pH or substrate concentration causes variation in enzymes

' rate of reaction between organelles .in organelles ?

Why are enzymes in a precise sequence? 2 . In a metabolic pathway, the product of one reaction acts as the substrate for the next. By having enzymes in a precise sequence, there is a greater chance

of each enzyme coming into contact with its substrate than if enzymes are free in the organelle, making this a more efficient way of producing the end-product

what happens if an end -product inhibits 3
. If an end product inhibits enzyme B :

an intermediate in a metabolic pathway ?
- The initial effect on the concentration of intermediate 1 increases

- The long term effect on the concentration of the end product would be unchanged.

What is the advantage of using non
-competitive 4 . Advantage of using non- competitive inhibitors over competitive ones :

inhibitors over competitive ones ?
• The level of the end product does not fluctuate with changes in the level of substrate

This is because non competitive inhibition occurs at a site on the enzyme other than the active site . hence it is not affected by

substrate concentration
. Therefore, in non - competitive inhibition, a change in substrate concentration does not affect the inhibition of an enzyme,

or the normal level of the end -product . If a competitive inhibitor was used. the end- product would be competing with the substrate for

the active site of enzyme A. therefore a change in substrate level will affect how many end- product molecules combine with active sites ,

therefore causing fluctuations in the degree of inhibition and so the level of the end product.

1
. Competitive inhibitors occupy the active site of an enzyme, while non - competitive inhibitors bind to the enzyme on a site elsewhere .

2. To see if an inhibitor is competitive or non- competitive , increase the substrate concentration. If the degree of inbillion reduces ,

it is competitive ; if it stays the same , it is non - competitive .

Enzyme Inhibitors : substances that directly or indirectly interfere with the functioning of the active site of an enzyme , and so reduce its activity .

Competitive inhibitors : bind to the active site of an enzyme in place of a substrate .

Non- competitive inhibitors : Bind to the position of an enzyme other than the active site, altering the shape of the active site .

Enzyme inhibitors aim to disrupt the binding of substrates to enzymes . Competiti've inhibitors do this by binding with the active site of the enzyme, preventing
the substrate binding temporarily . Therefore increasing the substrate concentration can reduce their influence and increase the rate of reaction. However,
non - competitive inhibitors bind to an allosteric site, changing the shape of the enzyme, often permanently, to prevent the substrate from binding. Hence,

increasing substrate concentration has no effect. In metabolic pathways, end
- product inhibition 1gthe initial enzyme) may occur to regulate

rates of reaction 1 negative
feedback)
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neutralists

AND ABSORPTION OF GLUCOSE IN THE ILEUM

• Increasing rate of movement across membranes

Give a feature of epithelial cells for function .
- Epithelial cells possess microvilli

what are microvilli ?
↳
Projections of cell-surface membrane , 0.6µm → collectively -

'

brush border
'

why do epithelial cells have microvilli ?
↳
Increased surface area for carrier protein insertion through diffusion, facilitated diffusion S active transport

Give 3 ways to increase rate of membrane
-

Increase membrane transport by increasing carrier proteins S channel proteins. It density)
transport?

• Role of diffusion in absorption
where is the highest concentration of glucose/aa's?

Where do glucose S amino acids come from?
- Greater concentration of glucose + amino acids (from carbohydrates S proteins ) in ileum than in blood

How does glucose move into the blood ?
↳
Conc . gradient where glucose moves down I facilitated diffusion) from in ileum into blood

How is a concentration gradient of glucose
↳ Blood circulated by heart so glucose removed by cells used up during respiration

maintained ?
↳ Maintains cone . gradient → t rate of movement by fac. diffusion across epithelial cell-surface membranes

• Role of active transport in absorption

compare diffusion + active transport in terms of
- Diffusion can only achieve equilibrium , active transport can absorb all

CONC .
.

How are glucose / aa 's fully absorbed ? : Glucose S amino acids also absorbed by active transport

why is there co- transport in the small ↳ Co - transport in small intestine

intestine?
↳

Glucose /amino acids actively transported with sodium in sodium - potassium pump
• Co - transport process

Describe how glucose S amino acids are 1. Sodium ions actively transported out of epithelial cells (by sodium -potassium pump/ into blood → in carrier protein molecule in plasma membrane

transported into the blood from the small ↳ Maintains higher concentration of sodium ions in intestine of lumen of intestine than in epithelial cells .

intestine
.

2. Sodium ions diffuse into epithelial cell down concentration gradient through co- transport protein in CSM S sodium ions carry glucose / amino acids
into cell with them

3. Glucose /Aa's pass into blood plasma by FD using another type of carrier .

Explain co - transport of glucose /amino acids Explanation :

with sodium ions .
- Sodium ions 4 conc gradient, glucose/aa's against conc . gradient : sodium cone

. gradient /Not directly ATM powers movement of glucose Saa's into cells

↳ Indirect active transport.

q v e s 1- i o n s

channels
state three ways rate of movement across

• Increase density of carrier proteins ✓

membranes can be increased
• Increase surface area of cell membrane ✓

•

Increasing concentration gradient either side of membrane
together

why is the term
'

co - transport
'

used ? Glucose and amino acids are transported alongwith sodium ions
,,utilising the sodium ions

'
conc

. gradient to actively transport

In co- transport , which is active / passive ?

• Sodium ions moving out of epithelial cell Active ✓

• Sodium ions move into epithelial cell Passive ✓

• Glucose molecules move into epithelial cell Activelind.ve#-- Passive

Glucose can be quickly moved across membranes, due to the large number of villi and microvilli in the epithelium .

As there is more glucose in the ileum

than in the blood, and so moves along the concentration gradient by facilitated diffusion , as glucose is constantly used up during respiration . However,
diffusion can only achieve equilibrium , so active transport is also used to move glucose and amino acids into the blood

.
This process occurs in co- transport

,
where sodium ions are first actively transported out of epithelial cells by the sodium- potassium pump , maintaining on concentration gradient as there will be

a higher concentration of sodium in the ileum's luman than in the epithelia , so that sodium ions can diffuse into the cell . These sodium ions bring glucose

along with
*hem Ico- transporting them) . Glucose and amino acids can them pass into the blood by facilitated diffusion .
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Indoleacetic Acid S Leaf Abscission
→ variables

• Independent : concentration of IAA ( 0%
,
0.1%

,
I %)

• Dependent : Number of stalks that have undergone
•

Control : tight intensity , carbon dioxide concentration, temperature
' All stalks were cut on the same side of the stalk
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Alleles can be dominant, recessive or codominant. The likelihood of offspring having a characteristic can be determined by a punnet square. Either for one 
gene (monohybrid inhertitance)or two in dihybrid inheritance. In dihybrid inheritance, 2 genes are inherited and situated on 2 different chromosomes with 
the alleles distributed independently. 2 heterozygous pairings lead to a 9:3:3:1 ratio. 

m o n o h Y b r i d + d i n y b r i d

i n h e r i t a n e e

•

Representing genetic crosses
what is shorthand for genetic

- Shorthand used : CAPITAL ( dominant)
,
lowercase (recessive)

crosses ?
- Or codominant - 2 different dominant alleles : 2 dip. caps used leg. R Sw)

IA IB AB
-

multiple alleles . e.g.
Iii

.
T.IE . ! *.

• Inheritance of pod colour in peas
- Inheritance of single gene

Describe Mendel 's pea plant experiments - e.g. Mendel is Pea Plants

• Green 8 Yellow

• If green constantly bred → green plants ← Pure - bred for green pods

what is pure-bred ?
> Pure-bred strains bred for any character

→ Organisms homozygous for gene
•

If pure-bred green - pod crossed with purebred yellow- pod . all offspring /first filial / F, gen) produce green
> Allele for green definitely dominant 8 yellow recessive

male

⑥ ④

G-g G- gI ⑨
{ Green Green

ii
Gg Gg⑨
Green Green

•

Heterozygous plants of F. crossed IF, intercross) → F, I :|
Male

⑥ ④

I ⑨
GG Gg

or Green Green

ii
⑨ Gg

Green

99
Yellow

• Law of genetics
what is the law of genetics

- In diploid organisms, characteristics determined by alleles that occur in pairs . Only one of each pair of alleles can be present

in a single gene .
• What is dihybrid inheritance?

What is dihybrid inheritance?
-

2 genes inherited

Are the genes linked ?
- Genes situated on dig chromosomes : not linked
- Alleles distributed separately
e.g. 2 characteristics of peas :

☐ Seed shape : round shape dominant to wrinkled

• Seed colour : yellow dominant to green
⑤ ④

- Mendel crossed YYRR with yyrr → All yy Rr
Parents : YYRR 8 yyrr

.

YR Yr
What is the ratio of 2 heterozygous

- 9 :3 :3 : 1 ratio ← ALWAYS result of 2 heterozygous pairings
pairings ?

YyRr Yyrr
Yr Yetlqwund

Yellow
2
" =/ 6 possibilities wrinkles

50% 50%
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Recombinant DNA technology allows for gene manipulation, alteration and transfer between organisms or transformation of DNA. This means genes 
can be cloned for use in industry or medical treatment, and works by the processes o f isolation, insertion, transformation, identification and growth. DNA 
fragments are sued for these processes, by reverse transcriptase, restriction endonuclease or the ‘gene machine’. In the first method, using insulin as an 
example, mRNA coding for insulin is extracted from beta cells from the islets of langerhans in the pancreas and reverse transcriptase is used to create a 
strand of complementary DNA. This is isolated from the mRNA by hydrolysis using an enzyme and the second strand formed on this cDNA templet, 
which then produces a copy of the insulin gene. Restriction endonuclease can produce fragments by cutting specific DNA sequences, and are often extracted 
from bacteria.They can be cut as straight edges or staggered to create sticky ends (palindromic). The gene machine is another method, and this is carried 
out by inputting the base sequence of a gene into the computer, which designs oligonucleotides which are joined to make the gene, amplified by PCR.

p r o d U C i n g D N A

f r a g m e n t s

• What is recombinant DNA technology?
What is recombinant DNA - Allows gene manipulation, alterations transfer between organisms or transforming DNA itself

technology? > New industrial processes + medical applications
what issues can it solve? - Diseases can result from not being able to produce metabolic chemicals e.g. insulin

> Treatment used to be via donation but risked rejection
How is recombinant DNA made - Technique developed to isolate, clones transfer genes to microorganism → grow for production

from GMOs?

of
'

pure
'

protein - DNA called
'

recombinant DNA S organism is transgenic/genetically modified
why does it work?

- works : genetic code universals protein synthesis universal : proteins manufactured same way
t Indirect evidence for evolution

what are the stages of → process

making recombinant DNA
technology?

° Isolation of DNA fragments with gene for desired protein
> Insertion of DNA fragment into vector

> Transformation - transfer of DNA into host cells
> Identification of host cells that successfully took up gene losing gene markers
> Growth/cloning of population of host cells

• Producing DNA fragments
→ Using reverse transcriptase

How can reverse transciptase • Retroviruses have genetic info in RNA : converted to DNA by reverse transcriptase in host
be used to produce DNA

fragments?
' RT catalyses DNA→ ANA

→ Process
Describe this process. using
insulin as an example .

• B- cells from islets of Langerhans in pancreas (make mRNA coding for insulin)
' mRNA for insulin extractedwhere is mRNA for insulin

extracted from? > mRNA acts as template to create 1-strand complementary DNA KDNA) with RT
How is cDNA made and isolated? > cDNA strand isolated by hydrolysis of mRNA by enzyme
How is the insulin copy formed? > 2nd strand formed on cDNA template (by DNA polymerase)

> copy of human insulin gene
→ using restriction endonucleases

How can restriction endonucleases • Some bacteria produce enzymes that cut up viral DNA
- restriction endonucleases

be used to produce DNA fragments?
• many types that cut specific sequence of DNA - recognition sequence → , a.☐

> could be between 2 opposite base pairs → straight edges (blunt ends) an it

> Or staggered - exposing DNA bases - palindrome as bases sequences left are opposite← sticky ends ↳ c a A !A a- it
→
'

Gene machine
'

act i it A
y

Describe the process of the
• Base sequence of gene determined : aas determined→ mRNA codons → DNA triplets a- a

gene machine?
worked out Tic a- a →

↳ sequence fed into computers checked for biosafety S biosafety
what are oligonucleotides ? > computer designs oligonucleotides (small ,single strand DNA sequences) assembled to gene
what is used to replicate DNA?

↳
Oligonucleotides assembled by adding nucleotides, then they're joined to make genÉt"

"

↳ PCR replicates genes constructs complementary strands then replicates gene
↳ sticky ends used to insert gene into plasmid (vector)
↳ Genes checked with sequencing techniques - errors rejected
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